
 Press Release – For Immediate Release 

The FASTEN project invites developers to its workshop “Risk Mitigation
with Sotware Composition Analysis and Dependency Management”

April 8 workshop will introduce the lastest advances in the SCA field and innovations brought by
FASTEN’s breakthrough research to address software dependency issues faced by millions of

developers.

Paris,  April  5  ,  2021  -  OW2,  the  international  community  dedicated  to  develop  and to
promote an open source code base, announces a virtual workshop organized on April 8 from
16:00 to 17:30pm in collaboration between OW2 and the FASTEN project.
The April 8th virtual workshop "Risk Mitigation with Software Composition Analysis and
Dependency  Management",  will  discuss  the  latest  advances  in  SCA,  Dependency
Management, and SBOM as they are becoming irreplaceable in today software development
processes. 

The agenda of FASTEN workshop incudes: 
• Highlight  on  FASTEN's  Software  Composition  Analysis  Market  Background,  Cédric
Thomas, OW2
•  Demonstration of FASTEN Dependency Management tools on top of Maven,  Antoine
Mottier, OW2
• Integrating Software Assurance, SCA, and Fine-Grained Analysis of Ecosystems as Networks
(FASTEN), Magiel Bruntink, SIG
•  FASTEN user experience from a software vendor perspective : The future of extension
management in XWiki with FASTEN, Thomas Mortagne, XWiki
• Eclipse sw360 Web Application for managing software Bill-Of-Material,  Michael Jaeger,
Eclipse sw360 project

At the end of the session, attendees will be able to interact with the speakers by asking 
questions and giving out their opinions on these subjects. For more information and 
registration to the FASTEN workshop: https://l.ow2.org/6j 

About FASTEN project
The FASTEN project is developing an intelligent software package management system that
will  enhance  robustness  and  security  in  software  ecosystems.  FASTEN  addresses  the
operational and compliance risks associated to dependencies on networks of external open
source software libraries. To solve these issues, FASTEN introduces a fine-grained, method-
level, tracking of dependencies on top of existing dependency management networks. The
project is developed by a consortium of seven partners and has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. 
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